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POLICY OF PASSWORD PROTECTION 

SYSTEM of JSC «Severstal» 
 

1. The policy object: 
Password protection policy in corporate information system JSC «Severstal» 
applies to all companies within the corporate group «Severstal». 

2. The policy objective: 
To protect the information and the processing facilities from unauthorized 
access. 

3. The main tasks: 

 To apply necessary and sufficient organizational and technical measures of 
passwords, password requirements for quality in all subsystems in corporate 
information system JSC «Severstal». 

 To ensure user liability for compliance with the requirements of protected 
information JSC «Severstal» against unauthorized access.  

4. The basic rules: 

 Password is a confidential personal authentication means, it refers to a trade 
secret of the company, user does not have the right to disclose it to anyone. 

 Need to use passwords in all subsystems of the corporate information system 
JSC «Severstal» corresponding to the rules of password protection.  

 The head of the business department approves the requirements for password.  

 Generation process, using, change and termination of passwords for each 
information system should be structured by IT department when system is taking 
into maintenance. 

 Passwords set to the default in all subsystems of the corporate information 
system of JSC "Severstal" should be changed.  

5. Guarantee compliance with the principles: 

 Each employee is personally responsible for implementation of this Policy and 
may be subject to disciplinary action for violation of the policies in accordance 
with the legislation of the Russian Federation. 

 Managers of corporate group "Severstal" provide constant control over 
compliance with the requirements of this policy. 

 Control over the actions of users and service personnel system who are working 
with passwords assigned to the heads of users, IT professionals who are 
responsible for the maintenance of information systems and services, and staff 
units of information security. 
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REGULATION 
Of password protection in corporate information system  

JSC «Severstal» 
 

To fulfill the requirements of the Policy of password protection in corporate 
information system of JSC «Severstal» the following organizational and technical 
requirements for the subsystem password protection establishes in corporate 
information system of JSC «Severstal» 
 
General requirements  

1. All users should be instructed with the requirement of privacy of personal and 
group passwords. 

2. Personal passwords must be created and distributed centrally or user-selectable 
automated system yourself with the specified requirements.  

3. It is recommended during the personal password creation to avoid use the 
passwords from personal email services, social networks and other non-
corporate services. 

4. IT specialists are responsible for the technical support of the creation, use, 
change and termination of passwords in all information systems of JSC 
"Severstal".  

5. IT specialists are responsible for the correctness and distribution of the initial 
formation of personal passwords, if the passwords are managed centrally.  

6. Centralized system formation and distribution of possible passwords should 
exclude familiarize administrators, as well as those responsible for information 
security in the departments with passwords of other employees of the Group of 
companies "Severstal".  

7. To generate strong passwords can be used special software and systems. 
Generated password must be changed during the first log into the subsystem. 

8. It is necessary to avoid the transmission of passwords with third parties or with 
the use of open channels of communication (unencrypted e-Mail, Internet 
services, etc.). In the case of technological necessity it may retreat, in 
coordination with the department of information security. User must confirm the 
successful receipt of the sender's password.  

9. User is obliged to ensure the confidentiality of the password, not to inform other 
users of personal password, do not register them in the system using his-self 
password. 

10. Do not store passwords at any resource, available for viewing by third parties 
(record on the monitor, keyboard, on stickers, etc.). Should avoid writing down 
passwords (on paper, in a file on a mobile device), unless they are stored in a 
safe place and method of storage is not regulated. 

11. Do not include passwords in an automated logon (for example, do not write them 
as macros and assign function keys). In the case of technological necessity may 
retreat, in coordination with the department of information security. 
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12. If the user requires the access to multiple services, systems or applications and 
therefore multiple passwords, user can use the same password for all high-
quality services, ensuring the necessary level of protection when storing 
passwords or use the technology  «Single sign-on» (SSO). 

13. In case of passwords compromise (or suspected compromise) passwords have 
to be change immediately and to inform staff units of information security.  

14. Unplanned complete change of system administrator password information 
systems and other employees who by the nature of the activities has recieve the 
authority to manage password-protected information systems, should be made 
in case of termination of their powers (dismissal, transfer to another job within 
the group of companies "Severstal" and other circumstances).  

 
Requirements for password  

1. Passwords must be stored in a protected form, with protection using 
cryptographic techniques (irreversible transformation).  

2. The password should not be displayed as it is entered. 
3. During the first time user logs on with its assigned initial (temporary) password 

system should require a mandatory change of its. 
4. Passwords nominated by the software vendor should be changed immediately 

after the installation. 
5. The password must be at least 8 characters.  
6. The password must be invulnerable to attack with over dictionary and the criteria 

of: contain a combination of at least 1 row, at least 1 upper case characters and 
numbers. The password must not contain user account. Special characters (@, 
#, $, &, *,%, etc.) to be used as passwords are not supported by all operating 
systems, their use is not recommended.  

7. The password should not include easily calculated combinations of symbols 
(names, names of information systems, nicknames pets, phone numbers, dates 
of birth, etc.), as well as common abbreviations (computers, LAN, USER, etc. ) 
and symbols arranged in alphabetical order on the keyboard; 

8. Passwords should be changed regular, at least once in 4 months.  
9. In case of changing the password the new value must be different from the 

previous one at least one position. 
10. Do not re-use the previous 12 passwords. 

 
 
Requirements for password in case of remote desktop 

 One-time passwords and multi-factor authentication can be used as an enhanced 
authentication mechanisms. 

 It is recommended to change the password recommended after returning from a 
business trip, during which employees use public communication channels. 
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App 1 
Detailed setting password policy 

 The following technical parameters establishe in the corporate domain and 
information systems corporate group «Severstal»: 
 

№ Parameter  Significance 

1 Account lockout duration  10 min 

2 Account lockout threshold  10 

3 Reset account lockout counter after 10 min 

4 Enforce password history  12 

5 
Maximum password age 120 

6 Minimum password age  0 

7 Minimum password length  8 

8 Password must meet complexity requirements  Yes 

9 Store passwords using reversible encryption  NO 

 
For domains which password change interval that is not correct, have a 

transitional period not exceeding 180 days to make the necessary technical measures 
to rich the target. 
 
 


